
 

  

 

 

Asset Management: The KPI’s You Must Track 
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After you buy a property and hand it off to your chosen third-party property management 

company, you may think your job is done.  Incorrect, this is when your job is just getting 

started.  It is your job to continually manage the property manager.  This is referred to 

as asset management.  If you wish to become an expert in this industry, asset 

management is a skill you must hone. 

Asset management is a very broad term that can include an array of topics and roles.  

The remaining content will focus on one of the most important roles of the asset 

manager.  That role is tracking the Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s).  These are 

exactly what the title describes, certain indicators that track the performance of key 

parts in the business.  

The KPI’s will be tracked in a spreadsheet on a weekly basis.  Determine a day and 

time of the week that you want to allocate updating the figures.  For us, it is updated on 

Sunday, as we have our weekly property management call on Monday’s.  Now we will 

go through each KPI that you should track.  It is ultimately broken down into four 

components/tabs: 

• Financials 

• Leasing 

• Unit Turns 

• Delinquency 
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1.) Financials 

This tab will provide you with your summary profit and loss statement along with 

vacancy trends. The first section will contain the following measurables: 

 

These measurables are straightforward.  Income minus Expenses will give you the 

Owner Disbursement amount.  You then subtract your Mortgage Payment and you are 

left with your Cashflow.  You will track these based on a monthly amount.  However, 

you need a figure to compare your measurables to.  This is displayed in a column called 

“Goal”.  This is where you reference your initial proforma numbers.  Enter the amount 

you want to reach on a monthly basis in the Goal column, like this: 

 

*Note – your mortgage payment goal amount should be a few thousand higher than what it is now, as this figure includes taxes and 

insurance and those will likely increase over time.  
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As you track your monthly cash amounts you will begin to see trends.  This is one of the 

great parts about tracking KPI’s.  Spotting trends allows you to fix problems before they 

get worse. Ultimately, the first section of your KPI Tracker will turn out as follows:  

 

The Prior Month % and Current % are used to track your expense ratio.  Expenses will 

vary but the percentage figure will give you a quick glance at where your operating 

expenses are at.  It is important to note the reason why I have the Owner Disbursement 

row highlighted.  That is the amount your property manager will be depositing in your 

account each month.  Highlighting it reinforces the importance of that number to your 

property manager.  

The next section is where you will track vacancy.  When people think of vacancy they 

usually just think about the number of empty units.  However, it is essential to track 

Physical Vacancy AND Economic Vacancy.  Physical Vacancy is exactly as described, 

the units that are vacant.  Economic Vacancy includes the vacant units along with the 

units that you are not receiving rent from.  This is usually derived from non-paying 

tenants that may be in the process of eviction, which is very important to track.  You will 

follow the same concept as the above section.  Update the figures on a weekly basis 

and it will look like this: 
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A visual representation is always helpful.  At the bottom of the page you will see a nice 

graph displaying trends. 
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2.) Leasing 

There are multiple components to the leasing section that you will need to track.  

Leasing is a very important component to track in a detailed manner.  The detailed 

tracking will allow you to shift marketing efforts, track lease agent performance, and 

determine what your lease renewal rate is. 

The first section uses a coined system by Neal Bawa called LASAL. 

• Leads 

• Appointments 

• Showings 

• Applications 

• Leased 

 

You will be tracking each component and then use a conversion rate to determine 

where the process is succeeding and where it is failing.  Some examples of what you 

may conclude from the data are: 

• Your leads to appointments ratio are low.  Maybe the leasing agent is taking too 

long to contact leads. 
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• Your showings to applications ratio are low.  Maybe the leasing team is not good 

at closing.  

• Your applications to leased ratio are too high.  Maybe they aren’t properly 

following the requirements and leasing to anyone that walks in the door.  

One of the most useful parts of this system, in our opinion, is using it to determine how 

many leads you need to generate in order to hit a certain amount of lease up’s each 

month.  This is a very powerful system, so make sure you use it.  

The same system will be applied to your marketing channel tracking efforts.  This 

section is referred to as “Prospect Channel Detail”.  Essentially you are tracking LASAL 

for each marketing channel.  This will tell you which marketing channels are performing 

the best.  You may discover that it is worthwhile to invest more time in one specific 

marketing channel, or cut back on a different one.  Here is the layout of the “Prospect 

Channel Detail” section: 
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The third section of the Leasing tab shows you what your lease renewal rate is.  Your 

biggest cost in investment properties will be tenant turnover.  It is your job to ensure the 

property has a high lease renewal rate to combat this expense.  You will track when 

each tenant’s lease expires and note whether they renewed it or not.  

 

This input will then calculate what your lease renewal rate is.  Again, you want to set a 

goal for where you want it to be. 
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3.) Unit Turns 

The third tab will track how long it is taking to turn units.  This is important to track so 

you have an average period of how long it is taking your property management 

company to turn units.  The quicker they can turn units, the more money in your pocket.  

It will provide the granular data to determine whether the unit turn period is lagging due 

to the amount of time it is taking to clean/rebab units, versus the leasing. 

 

From the above data we can conclude that on average it is taking 30 days to make a 

unit rent ready, and 9 days to lease it.  This calculates to an overall average days to turn 

at 42.  This shows you that you need to speed up your unit turns.  It will also allow you 

to question the property management company on certain units that took longer than 

others to turn. 
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4.) Delinquency 

 The final tab shows you what your delinquency is at.  Delinquency is another killer to 

profits.  You want to see a downward trending delinquency rate.  

 

During your weekly property management calls this data will allow you to discuss why a 

certain amount of dollars hasn’t been collected for that month.  You can also use it to 

question old delinquency and discuss what is being done to collect it. 

By tracking each piece of data in the four tabs described above, you will be conducting 

your asset management practices based off data, which is the best way to do it.  

Without factual data you have no way to dig into areas of improvement.  It is crucial that 

you update this data on a weekly basis and use it as a guide on your weekly property 

management calls.  Be a data driven asset manager, not a guesser!  


